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my website: matthewlauphotography 
URL: HTTPS://MATTHEWLAUPHOTOGRAPHY.COM 

HOME PAGE SCREENSHOT



my instagram account 
URL: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/MATTLAU95 

FEED SCREENSHOT



analytics selfie assesssment



website domain score (by LXRSEO) Instagram grade  (by socialblade)

blog grade (by Blog Analyzer)

not good!!

analytics selfie assesssment (a few tests)



GOALS TIMEFRAME LOCATION

AUDIENCE

TACTICS

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

KEY BUSINESS REQUIREMETNTS

digital marketing plan in a nutshell

Improve blog domain score

Gain more Instagram followers
Week of April 23, 2017 N/A

Myself and other young or new photographers

URL - Content Relevance 

Description Tags

SEO Friendly URLs

Inbound Links 

Optimize post schedule

Use better hashtags

}
} Instagram

Blog/Website

A better blog domain score

More Instagram followers and likes

Better Instagram socialblade grade

Use class resources and articles

Advice from LXRSEO

Instagram tools: Iconosquare and 

Hootsuite

Consider social media outlets like 

Youtube or Twitter



Plan to improve my blog domain score and gain more Instagram followers 

Use my digital marketing plan (last page)

Cycle of improvement

Use 2 DemandMetrics Assessments other than the Analytics Selfie

Analyze assessments

Gameplan for after this course

quick intro



cycle of 

improvement

Passion
continue to enjoy 

photography 

create quality 

content

be able to self-teach 

with the many 

online resources 

available

prioritize and 

balance time to 

create content and 

follow digital 

marketing plan

don't give up

spend quality time 

working to improve

avoid distractions

Time Management

Effort

Learnability



assessment #1
BLOG TOPIC PRIORITIZATION TOOL



assessment #2 part A
BLOG POST OPTIMIZATION CHECKLIST

BLOG POST URL

SCREENSHOT (MOBILE TO FIT PRESENTATION)

HTTPS://MATTHEWLAUPHOTOGRAPHY.COM/2017/03/02/PHOTOG 

RAPHY-GUIDE-D1-CAN-PHOTOGRAPHY-BE-UNETHICAL/



assessment #2 part B
BLOG POST OPTIMIZATION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)



assessment analysis

the topics I continue to focus on should be my photography guide and 

lifestyle photography

surprisingly, my last blog post did decently with the checklist. there are a 

couple things to work on, but things to be proud of too

I should in the future test out the SEO checklists and assessments to 

improve my domain score. 



highlights & & recommendations

HIGHLIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS

bad (terrible) SEO and Instagram grades

did a decent job on blog post checklist

cycle of improvement: 

1) passion 

2) learnability 

3) time management 

4) effort 

focus on two best blog topics 

(photography guide and lifestyle 

photography)

perfect my blog post according to the 

checklist (doing well, do better)

use tools: 

1) for Instagram (eg. iconosquare, 

hootsuite) 

2) SEO (LXRSEO, Google Analytics)

CONCLUSION
My content seems to be good so far, but I need to drastically improve my 

digital marketing and SEO optimization



moving forward
USE THE MANY TOOLS AT MY DISPOSAL



thank you!
Contact Me: 

Name: Matthew Lau 

Major: Computer Science 

Email: mattlau95@gmail.com 

 

Permission to share? Sure! 

 

Follow me on instagram :) 

@Mattlau95  


